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News from the EFBWW
We are hiring!

workers, firefighters, miners, and

The EFBWW is recruiting a Policy

workers in cleaning or waste

Officer. The successful candidate will

disposal, who are regularly

coordinate the following areas:

exposed to asbestos. We now call

posting of workers, social security

on the EC to follow the steps of the

and social protection, internal

EP and legislate accordingly.

market and migration, public

Anything less than this will be

procurement, letterbox companies,

unacceptable and an offense to

false self-employment.

workers’ and citizens’ confidence

The deadline for applications is 5

in the EU.” More info.

November 2021. More info.

EU must move towards digital
enforcement for the
construction industry

EP protects workers from
asbestos! Now it is time for the
EC to make its move!

(EC). The EFBWW urges the EC to

The EFBWW organised jointly with

The EFBWW welcomes that the

make legislative proposals in line

FIEC a public online discussion on

European Parliament plenary

with the EP demands immediately.

the European Parliament’s report

adopted, by a large majority of 675

EFBWW general secretary, Tom

regarding a European Social

in favour, 2 votes against and 23

Deleu: “This is a ground-breaking

Security Number and a European

abstentions, the legislative report on

victory for all the construction

Personal Labour Card entitled:

Protecting Workers from Asbestos
(the “Villumsen report”) and called
for a concrete asbestos
Occupational Exposure Limit (OEL)
of 1000 fibres/m3. This is a strong
signal to the European Commission
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“Towards digital enforcement for

information about particular cases.

affiliates for an agreement with CRH

the construction industry?”. The

Some indications might be found in

that meets the required standard on

goal was to get a better picture of

the 2019 implementation report. In

such issues as interpretation,

what the challenges are to digitally

a recent meeting between the

translation, Trade Union EWC

enforce labour rights and a level

EFBWW, ETUC and DG EMPL of the

Coordinator and election of

playing field for companies in

Commission, it was indicated that

members similar to agreements in

construction and to understand how

the EC predominantly targets

place in other MNCs in the building

EU initiatives could help in a cross-

national requirements such as prior

materials industry.

border context. EFBWW and FIEC

notification tools and control

call for effective digital tools to

measures as not being justified and

enforce the applicable legislation

proportional. Furthermore, it seems

Workers want to participate in
decisions in HeidelbergCement

across borders. These tools must

that the EC sees several national

The HeidelbergCement global

protect mobile workers’ rights and

subcontracting liability schemes and

meeting took place online on 13th-

facilitate administrative procedures

sanctions as discriminating against

14th October and was well attended

for fair and free movement of

service providers from other

by union representatives globally.

companies and workers at the same

Member States. Only a minority of

Delegates were concerned about

time. For a new European Social

the Commission’s complaints seems

learning of plant closures and

Security Number or Pass, we expect

to address the defence of workers’

restructuring through the media and

new legislation as soon as possible.

rights. The EFBWW is very much

demand that the company informs

We call for real-time cross-border

concerned about the ongoing

and discusses changes with its

access to data and cross-border

procedure and the lack of

workforce. Workers also expect

exchange of data during inspections,

information. We strongly advise all

HeidelbergCement to support its

in line with GDPR rules. An ESSN or

affiliates to contact their national

workforce in reskilling, upskilling

ESSP must at least allow identifying

ministries and to forward any

and training to provide job

a worker, the employment

information obtained to the EFBWW

opportunities and retain workers.

relationship, and verifying the social

secretariat. The EFBWW had a first

The excessive use of subcontractors

security status. More info.

exchange of information in the

and non-standard employment

Standing Committee Building

undermining terms & conditions of

meeting on 29 October.

employment particularly in Africa

EFBWW very concerned about
infringement procedures on
PWD Enforcement Directive

and Asia was also discussed. The
Global Forum called on the company

On 15th July 2021, the European

EFBWW cannot endorse EWC
agreement on CRH

Commission (EC) started

On 12th October, a new Euroforum

eliminate the abuse of 3rd party

infringement procedures against 24

agreement was signed with CRH

workers, negotiate a Global

Member States (MS), i.e. all except

management. The EFBWW was not

Framework Agreement, respect

Spain, Portugal and Sweden, for

able to endorse the agreement as it

workers’ rights and health & safety

failing to bring various national

does not meet the minimum

issues and discuss with the Global

provisions in line with the Posting

standards required and does not

forum a “Just transition” and

Enforcement Directive. The

comply with the full provisions of

protect jobs within the industry.

procedure is very non-transparent

the Directive. The EFBWW will

and the EC does not disclose

continue to campaign with its
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proposal for “A social protocol in

The EFBWW participated in the first

EFBWW and FIEC against EC plan
to reduce financial support for
SSDC meetings

High Level Construction Forum

The EFBWW and FIEC sent a letter to

states: “The problem is that the free

(HLCF) meeting. The event was

the European Commission (EC) in a

movement of businesses today

initiated by the European

joint reaction to the

outweighs fair wages, conditions

Commission with the goal to start

plan to reduce the financial support

and security for us workers. I

discussions with representatives and

of the physical social dialogue

propose that the EU should include

stakeholders in the construction

meetings. In the letter, the

a social protocol in the Treaty so

industry on transition pathways

recognised social partners in the

that social and trade union rights

towards a green, digital and resilient

building industry ask the EC to

should never be seen as an obstacle

construction ecosystem. About 220

discuss this decision. The EFBWW

to the internal market. Equal pay

representatives from industry,

and FIEC expressed their surprise by

for equal work should apply as a

Member States, European

the timing and the content of the

principle in the country in which

Commission, social partners and

letter as the decision was

you work, regardless of where you

other stakeholders joined. A range

communicated as mere information.

come from.” More information on

of European initiatives set the scene

The measure would immediately

how to register and participate in

for the transformation of the

take effect and impact all meetings

the Conference on the Future of

ecosystem: the Fit for 55 package,

as of January 2022. The European

Europe here. Once registered, you

the Renovation Wave, the National

social partners would have expected

can endorse proposals or create

Recovery Plans, the Energy

that the European Commission

new ones. It would be great if one

Performance of Buildings Directive,

would first take stock of the replies

of the top proposals on the

the Construction Products

that were sent to the informal

platform came from a construction

Regulation, the Circular Economy

consultation on the review of the

worker! Please support and spread!

Action Plan, the Climate Adaptation

European sectoral social dialogue

Strategy, the Pact for Skills, the New

and that there would have been a

European Bauhaus, etc. The

genuine dialogue resulting from this

construction ecosystem is

consultation.

EFBWW participates in the first
High Level Construction Forum

the Treaties to stop dumping of
wages and conditions”, Söderström

New Community Strategic
Framework on Occupational
Safety and Health
The EFBWW adopted its position on

recovering from the COVID-19
pandemic, but faces many

The Future of Europe – Support

the new OSH Strategic Framework.

challenges: the climate crisis, the

to construction worker calling

We welcome the timely

renovation ambition, digitalisation,

for Social Progress Protocol

presentation of the Strategic

the need to invest into quality jobs

The ongoing Conference on the

to attract and keep workers in the

Future of Europe has a dedicated

industry, and the construction

webpage where citizens can submit

material shortages being just some

proposals. These are then discussed

of them.

during the conference. The Swedish
construction worker Kim
Söderström has put out a proposal
for a Social Progress Protocol that is
quickly gaining some traction. In his

Framework and consider that the
focus (managing change; preventing
accidents and illnesses; future
health risks) deserves support.
However, the EFBWW position
paper names in detail shortcomings
of the strategy and criticises the
imbalance between European
Commission action and
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from 25 October-29 October 2021.

States and social partners. Among

EFBWW participates in FSC
Virtual Assembly

other things, the position paper

The FSC General Assembly is held

members in different management

points specifically to the need to

every three years and brings

positions and adopted motions for

keep on focusing on traditional risks

together hundreds of leaders and

stronger social commitments.

such as ergonomics or hazards

decision makers from businesses,

EFBWW and BWI particularly

coming from new generations of

trade unions, NGOs, and many

welcomed the election of Mark

traditional tools, chemicals or

others that are the core of FSC’s

Asante Ofori, the general secretary

machinery. For related Directives,

membership to discuss matters

of Ghana’s Timber Woodworkers

the EFBWW proposes to establish

related to a responsible

Union (TWWU) in the FSC Board of

an early alert system, involving

management of forests.

Directors. Ofori has a long track

(sectoral) Social Partners. We also

Workers are important stakeholders

record of fighting for workers’ rights

indicate the need of increased

in these discussions. In 2020 ,

in wood and forestry. More info.

workers’ participation. One major

EFBWW decided to join FSC Global

demand is the revision of the

and support the active role of BWI

European list of occupational

within the FSC Global structures.

diseases and its parallel

The Virtual Assembly took place

expectations towards Member

The Assembly elected new

transformation into a Directive.

Projects
International Blueprint meeting
in Berlin

achieve relevant related national

and EBC) will create a dedicated

data. On WP5 - Study on

brief newsletter (every 4 months) to

The international Blueprint meeting

occupational profiles and

be sent to the stakeholders.

took place on 13th-14th October.

qualifications, leaders explained all

The goal was to clarify some aspects

the activities that have been

of WP3, WP4 and WP5 of the

executed. The current stage is the

project. On WP3 - Enabling

national research about

European Project DISCUS:
assessing Digital Transformation
in the Construction Sector

transnational sector-wide new skills,

occupational profiles and necessary

The European DISCUS Project

leaders carried out a presentation of

skills, for which already some

(Digital Transformation in the

the results obtained so far. The next

preliminary (draft) results have been

construction sector: challenges and

steps will be the provision of further

provided. The next international

opportunities) had its final

good practices to be integrated in

meeting will take place on 23/24

conference in October. The project

the Interactive Map. On WP4 -

May 2022 in Paris. We highly

aimed to analyse the role of

WatchTower of skills needs in the

encourage our members to register

innovative industrial relations

construction industry, leaders have

on the Construction Blueprint

structures - including social

presented the preliminary results

Sectoral Skills Alliance via LinkedIn.

dialogue - in responding to the

from survey addressed to European

Alternately, to join the Alliance

challenges and opportunities

construction companies. To link the

without being a member of the

brought by digitalisation and

survey results with the national

LinkedIn group you can use the

technological changes in the

realities, partners are required to

website forms. To support this

construction sector. Industrial

carry out a documentary analysis to

strategy, WP7 leaders (EFBWW, FIEC

relations and social dialogue can
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play a central role to support and

based constructive

orient digitalisation and innovation

processes. An important

contributing to promote economic

part of the project is

growth and social equality in line

dedicated to

with the objectives of the European

recommendations, which

Pillars of Social Rights. DISCUS cover

were articulated in several

six EU countries: Belgium, Bulgaria,

relevant actions organised

France, Germany, Italy and Spain,

in four areas of priority

with different industrial relation

intervention: policies and

systems. The project compared and

the regulatory framework; work

and social dialogue; cultural

disseminated best practices at

organisation, working conditions

dimension. More info.

national level of new digitalisation-

and new skills; industrial relations

PUBLICATION OF PROJECT RESULTS
MONITORING AND ENFORCEMENT OF LABOUR AND SOCIAL
CONSIDERATIONS IN SUPPLY CHAINS IN THE CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRY - STRENGTHENING WORKERS’ CAPACITIES IN EUROPEAN
WORKS COUNCILS
The toolbox will help EWCs to start social dialogue on monitoring and
enforcement of workers’ rights in the supply chains of multinational
companies with the support of the EFBWW and the trade unions from the
countries in which the multinational company is active. The toolbox also
shows that there are a lot of good practices out there which should teach
both companies and policy makers the lesson that meaningful social
dialogue and more democracy at work is a right for workers and brings an
added value to workers, to the company, and to democratic societies as a
whole. More info.

STIC - STRATEGIES FOR TARGETED INFORMATION AND CONSULTATION
FOR EWCS
The four guides will help EWCs to start social dialogue on the addressed matters
with the support of the EFBWW and the trade unions from the countries in which
the multinational company is active. For more advances EWCs, the guides contain
proposals and best practice examples about how they can take company social
dialogue with management to the next level. The guides show that there is a lot of
good practice out there which should teach both companies and policy makers the
lesson that meaningful social dialogue and more democracy at work is a right for
workers and brings an added value both to workers, to the company, and to
democratic societies as a whole. More info.
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News from our affiliates
Italy
Trade union movement takes
the streets against fascism in
support of Italian trade unions
The head office of the Italian
General Confederation of Labour
(CGIL) was attacked by fascist
groups and Anti-Vax militants. In
reaction, the Italian trade unions CGIL CISL UIL - immediately decided
for a strong joint reaction and

agreements for workers: five

organised a demonstration in Rome

different agreements with the Paper

and in Brussels. The action had the

workers’ union and three

Målarna goes to school

strong support of the entire trade

agreements with the Industrial

The Swedish union Målarna visited

union movement, who took the

Union. For white-collar employees

a painting education school in Piteå.

streets on 16 October. The EFBWW

UPM does not want to have

Every year, the union's departments

expressed its full solidarity and

collective agreements at all. Only

spend a lot of time in schools to talk

support to the Italian trade unions.

employment contracts, labour law

about how the Swedish labour

Together, we need to fight to

and the company's own practices

market and industries work. The

defend democracy, workers, and the

would regulate employees' working

importance of being organised to

trade union movement. We stand

conditions, if UPM’s wish is fulfilled.

influence both working life and life

united and strong!

This means that UPM does not

in general, were also discussed. The

recognise the white-collar union Pro

president of the trade union, Mikael

Finland

as a negotiating party in any

Johansson, stated: "It’s great to

business sector. This is unacceptable

meet our future colleagues and

UPM refuses to negotiate with
trade unions

– both the idea to have several

members".

The collective bargaining

from one union and to undermine

agreements in Finland are at a

the right for collective agreement

standstill. After the Finnish forest

for white-collars. Aside from the

industry company UPM decided to

UPM situation, collective bargaining

stop collective negotiations, it

has begun in the forest sector. Pro

continues to refuse any talks or

and the Finnish Industrial Union

negotiations with trade unions.

have agreed to seek joint company-

The company has stated that it

level collective agreements for blue-

wants blue-collar workers to have

collar workers and white-collar

various business sector specific

employees.

collective agreements, which would
mean eight different collective
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Sweden
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Germany

will be 2.7% increase - and another

far, around 24,000 employees

2.2% in April 2023, for a total of

nationwide have taken part in IG

IG Metall continues to put
pressure on employers in wood
and plastic sectors

4.9%. In addition, there is a corona

Metall actions. But that will not be

aid fee of 385 euros by February at

enough. Further warning strikes are

the latest, and a doubling of the

planned. In many tariff areas in the

IG Metall has achieved collective

demographic fund for health and

wood and plastics industry,

bargaining agreements in the wood

partial retirement. However,

negotiations are still pending. More

and plastics industries in Lower

employers have not yet promised to

info.

Saxony and Baden-

adopt the bargaining results in the

Württemberg. The agreements

other tariff areas. IG Metall will

ensure more money for employees

continue to put pressure on

in two steps: from April 2022 there

employers with warning strikes. So

In this section the EFBWW gives the possibility to its affiliates to share their stories.
If you have news or contributions, do not hesitate to contact pcravina@efbww.eu.

Miscellaneous
#WDDW21: Make platform
companies respect the rules and
the workers

changes are unevenly

For this year’s World Day of Decent

still without any

Work, ETUC decided to focus its

representation or

messages on workers in platform

voice. Expo2020 is an

companies, calling on the European

occasion to take

Commission to make platform

urgent action to

companies respect the rules and

implement reforms

deliver decent work for workers.

and make further

The EFBWW supports this action

steps to ensure that

and opposes any idea to create a

universal human

new “third status” between worker
and self-employed as many
multinational companies are asking.
The EFBWW insists on new
strategies to step up the fight
against bogus self-employment, a
problem which continues to grow in
the construction and allied
industries. More info.

enforced, and
migrant workers are

BWI calls on Expo2020 Dubai to
respect workers’ rights
The Building and Woodworkers
International (BWI) alerted to the
continuous violations of migrant
workers’ rights in the UAE as
Expo2020 opened in Dubai in
October. BWI underlines that
although there have been some

rights, including workers’ rights, are
protected and respected in the UAE.
BWI warns that there are too few
opportunities to access and contact
migrant workers in the UAE. Trade
unions are not permitted, and BWI
and other global union federations
are not allowed to operate in the
country. More info.

reforms in the kafala system, those
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EFBWW Meeting schedule 2021-2022
24 November 2021

EFBWW Executive Committee

Videoconference

14 December 2021 (p.m.)

DESOCO project
Thematic Meeting Social ID cards in Construction

Videoconference

15 December 2021

DESOCO - Social Dialogue Construction WG Employment

Videoconference

18 January 2022

RCS project Final conference

Hybrid

January 2022

Final Conference - Due Diligence project (SYNDEX)

TBC

10-11 February 2022

EFBWW/ETUI seminar
“Digital tools for organising and mobilising”

TBC

18 February 2022

Social Dialogue Wood/Furniture WG OSH + VET

Videoconference

23-24 March 2022

Lafarge Holcim Network meeting

TBC

23-24 March 2022

Seminar project SUSODCO

TBC

26-27 April 2022

BWI World Board meeting

TBC

28-29 April 2022

Joint EFBWW-BWI MNC Conference

Geneva (CH) - TBC

11 May 2022

Social Dialogue Wood - plenary meeting

TBC

12 May 2022

Social Dialogue Furniture - plenary meeting

TBC

4-8 October 2022

BWI Congress

Madrid (Spain)

TBC

BWI-EFBWW joint conference on women in trade

TBC

21 October 2022

Social Dialogue Wood/Furniture WG OSH + VET

TBC
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